
Introduction

With the passage of time since the implementation of the 

Competition Ordinance, company secretaries will be aware 

of the general need for their companies to comply with 

competition law concerns. They will also be aware of the 

basic framework of the first and second conduct rules in 

relation to conducts and abuses of substantial market power 

that harm competition. As the Competition Commission is 

now bringing cases to the Competition Tribunal 

(a division of the Court of First Instance) and jurisprudence on 

competition law is emerging, addressing specific competition 

law concerns is becoming increasingly relevant to businesses. 

The company secretary needs to be aware of particular 

emerging issues and to raise competition law compliance 

generally as an agenda item to the chairman/board, where 

appropriate. Companies also need to plan competition law 

compliance across their businesses with the support of their 

compliance team which may require professional advice. 

In short, the company secretary should be aware of both 

the general obligations and emerging issues under the 

Competition Ordinance when carrying out their governance 

functions. This is especially in the context that breaches of 

competition law can lead to huge penalties for companies 

and individuals. Further, company secretaries may be 

personally liable if their companies breach competition 

law rules. They also face the risk of imprisonment if they 

commit a criminal offence under the Ordinance (usually 

relating to obstructing a regulatory investigation by the 

Competition Commission). 

This Guidance Note will look at the competition law as 

it affects particular aspects of employment practices 

and the related general consequences of breaching the 

Competition Ordinance. These will highlight the wide 

reach of competition law to areas that may not be readily 

apparent and demonstrate the need to closely consider 

competition law issues as part of business practices by the 

company secretary.

Employment issues in competition law

We have highlighted certain employment issues that may 

have competition law concerns in the following bullets for 

a succinct summary for the company secretary.  
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Non-compete clauses in employment contracts

• Many employment contracts restrict an employee 

from joining competing companies after termination 

of the contract. 

• Restrictions on employees should go no further than is 

necessary to protect the legitimate business interests 

of the employer, such as preserving customers, clients 

and confidential information. 

• It is not necessary to pay the employee during the 

non-compete period, but if the employee is paid, 

this will be a relevant factor in determining the 

reasonableness of the clause.

• Non-compete clauses will probably breach the 

Competition Ordinance if they are of an unduly 

long duration as they prevent employees earning an 

income in their field of expertise. 

• Legal advice should be sought if a non-compete 

period exceeding six months is proposed, in addition 

to general issues relating to the geographical, 

breadth and extent of the restrictive covenant, where 

appropriate. 

Agreements with competitors in relation to employees

• Companies must independently determine the policies 

they intend to adopt regarding employment terms and 

conditions, in particular employee compensation and 

how they solicit or recruit/hire employees. 

• Companies should avoid communicating such policies 

to other employers.

• Employers must not enter into agreements with other 

employers as to the terms and conditions they will 

offer employees. 

• Agreements with competitors on any element of 

compensation for employees would amount to fixing 

the price for labour and are not permitted under the 

Competition Ordinance. 

• “Non-poaching agreements” are also generally not 

permitted. Under these agreements, companies 

agree not to solicit or hire each other’s employees. 

Such agreements could amount to unlawful market 

sharing under the Competition Ordinance. 

Salary surveys

• Companies often engage third parties to conduct 

salary surveys. Any such surveys should be designed 

to minimise the risk of contravening the Competition 

Ordinance. 

• For example, this could be achieved by the third 

party collecting historical salary data from a pool of 

companies, collating the data and distributing it in 

an aggregate and anonymised form. 

• Companies must not share information as to their 

future intentions for salaries and benefits.

Trade unions and/or collective bargaining

• Trade unions may act on behalf of their members in 

collective bargaining with employers, as these fall 

outside the scope of the Competition Ordinance. 

• Employees can exchange information on salaries 

and benefits with other employees. The Competition 

Commission does not consider an employee (as 

distinct from a self-employed sole trader) to be 

subject to the conduct rules under the Competition 

Ordinance.

Consequences of breaching the Competition 

Ordinance

Financial penalties for companies

The maximum fine for each contravention of the 

competition rules is 10% of the turnover of the 

company group in Hong Kong for each year in which the 

contravention occurred, up to a maximum of three out 
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of the last five years (with the highest turnover). Companies 

found to have breached the rules may also be exposed to 

follow-on damages actions by persons who have suffered 

loss or damage as a result of the breach. Additionally, for 

multinational businesses, this can trigger investigations 

by competition regulators in other jurisdictions and the 

consequences of a competition law breach can potentially 

have a crippling effect if this occurs. 

Financial penalties for individuals

Individuals involved in a breach of the Competition Ordinance 

may also be fined up to the same maximum. This includes 

company secretaries who aid, abet, procure or are knowingly 

concerned in a breach by their company. The Competition 

Commission may well target individuals to ensure compliance. 

Companies should therefore conduct a competition audit, 

establish appropriate rules and regulations and work to adopt 

overall competition law risk mitigation with appropriate 

internal team(s), and the company secretary should raise the 

issue to the chairman/board agendas, where appropriate. 

Criminal offences by company secretaries

Company secretaries are also at risk of imprisonment if they 

provide false or misleading information to the Competition 

Commission; fail to produce documents in response to a lawful 

request; destroy or falsify documents; or obstruct a search by 

the Commission. Businesses must understand the powers 

of the Competition Commission, and be ready to deal with 

issues such as dawn raids and requests for information. 

Disqualification of directors

A director of a company that breaches the rules may be 

banned from being a director or managing a company for 

up to five years, irrespective of whether or not the director 

was personally involved in the breach.

Competition Commission focus on employment 

practices

The Competition Commission has recently published an 

advisory bulletin on employment practices, indicating that 

it is focusing on this area. Company secretaries should 

therefore give particular attention to competition law 

compliance in the context of employment practices.

What to do if you discover a breach

If you think you or your business may have contravened 

the Competition Ordinance, you should immediately seek 

legal advice. In some circumstances, the Competition 

Commission will offer leniency to businesses that come 

forward and cooperate with the Commission in its 

investigations. HKICS  
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